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 The word of Reading in Persian is equivalent word in English Reading and reading in 

Arabic, but in terms of reading the written words into speech (AVA) is the one that 
comes with understanding and thought. Reading the words of the text in which there is 

no connection between the words and understanding and thinking that's what one 

learned and uttered off to his lips. While reading a text to voice that leads the reader to 
understand, contributes to arouse the emotions of the audience, generally one only reads 

in  reading and but the audience only hears, but the reader reads the text with respect to 
the subject of matter and the content, the audience is affected as well as listening 

comprehension. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

First, it should be known that listening has many differences with hearing, in hearing because of inadvertent 

remark person hears and does not care about them, while in listening, humans are conscious and pay careful 

attention to the speaker's words and trying to make understand the importance of what they hear. 

Speaking is to express the thoughts and desires that are very important in speech communication because 

what we want to express in terms of goodness or badness, happiness or sadness, and we should be able to 

express the different states. 

As the name suggests, the skills are used to understand the desire expressed, written, heard and read them. 

Text reader should note the main concepts and understand them with all his senses. Understanding (concept) the 

meaning is different; defining the words means to say (write) the same thing in another language or innuendo 

and the synonyms of words and phrases, while the comprehension means understanding the purpose of the 

author (Talker) than all writings or speeches. Thus one who hears or reads is seeking to understand the purpose 

and intent of the author, and it is well understood. 

 

Punctuation marks: 

There are some wildcards that are used in sentences and make sense of texts and they are reading correctly. 

Punctuation such as signs that we look carefully at them, communicate with them, and in a language of which 

we notice the author. The author's use of the marks in the text guides the reader to reduce its speed somewhere 

there are signs such as commas and to stop where there is full point. Some punctuation such as question marks 

or exclamation used to create tone. 

 

The most important and most common punctuation: 

- Point (.) 

Point has many applications: 

A) At the end of the statement is like "one of the greats Amru Laith had escaped. People went and brought 

him. The minister was feud with him. He ordered to kill him in order to others did not make such moves d. 

"(Gulistan, stage 23)  

B. After Abbreviations; Example: BC = BC, AH. S = AH 

- The comma (,)  

It shows a short pause and mostly is the function of the speech tune. Use commas results to relieve the 

ambiguity.  
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Use of comma: 

A) Between two independent words which the reader might mistake them for additional Kasreh, for 

example: "The tribe of friends not to grace of this word, but prove their purity of soul." (Gulistan, chapter 5, H-

13)  

(B) The two sides of opposition, for example: "Our dear homeland, Iran, land of science and culture." (Farsi 

1, 36)  

(C) Between the conditional sentences, while reading the phrases that starts with "If, however, although, 

though, because the ...", the first sentence should be read in such a way that the reader knows the ending to 

semicolon, and this sentence is not complete and will be completed in the next sentence. Example: "If you want 

to be powerful in words, hands up short." 

 

Tones of the Persian language: 

Tune is how to read and express statements regarding the conditions and the atmosphere in the entire text. It 

must be understood that when the word is uttered, it not only the text calls its own tone, deemed either humor or 

serious- but every paragraph and every sentence has its own tone and may be in each section different kinds of 

tones and scenarios to be used, and in conjunction with these cases in every sentence, every word can has a 

sound of their own, for example, poems, rhymes and rows in different types call for different sounds and various 

readings and poet or writer may emphasize a particular word in every sentence that by a complete tone and 

punctuation in compliance with the terms and conditions of the author takes a particular form.  

Generally, types of tones of Persian language can be seen from the following statement: 

 

Tone of praise: 

Praise is proper for the Lord and poet or writer praise the Lord for creating a unique, unparalleled strength 

and commends the numerous blessings. At this point, the reader should know himself as his creatures and Being 

thankful to his donations, such as: 

“Congratulations to The Lord,         who gave us faith and soil 

Heaven like a tent on his feet          make it without column and replace the land”           (Attar) 

“You are the creator of the world    I was mighty poor soil because of you 

That refuses to change, is you what is not dead and will not die, is you 

The world has taken his blessings    the earth receives a serious responsibility”         (Nezami) 

 

Tone of eulogy: 

The eulogy is a written text by the poet about the man who, being humble against who is praised, says some 

expressions. The eulogy also are formed following the praise and the same conditions must be met, but is 

different with praise, because in praise, poet or writer can speak freely but in eulogy, in particular, the eulogy of 

the rulers, it is an impossibility. The eulogy can be divided into several categories: 

A) The eulogy of religious leaders such as the Prophet and the Imams (peace be upon them) and his 

followers and knows his life dependent on the existence and belief in them in which the poet as far as he is 

willing to sacrifice his life to them. He considers their words so important, in this case the poet knows the one 

who is praised as an anthropocentric individual, and knows their face the most beautiful face in the world; 

considers their works as extraordinary things and expresses the wonders and greatness of them. Such as: 

 

“Muhammad that the world is his territory              congratulations on his blessed life 

Luminous light of the eyes of the savants               leading the creation workshops 

Colonel of wars                                                      Generalissimo of the prophets 

Perfume of the morning breeze                                     Key of Divine Treasure reservoir”            (Nezami)  

 

Tone of reminiscence: 

A memory, story or event that remains in human memory because it is so important to the author who wrote 

it. It must be remembered that if the reader read the story such that has happened in his own way. Memories can 

be divided into several categories: the good memories, bad memories, wonderful memories, memories of first 

getting to know and deal with people and objects. 

Reader by reading the words and sentences from the text descriptions can understand the pleasant or 

unpleasant memories and consider a certain tone to it. This is accomplished through the text, such as: 

"For years I wish to see my teacher again. To kneel in a sign of respect confronting him and hear the answer 

of my questions from his words ... "(Abou reihan and Rayhaneh)  

"The rain had stopped, but still the grass stem rolled out the water and the plain was full of water pits. The 

photo of horizon was spectacular on trembling surface pits of water.” 
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Tone of story: 

Story-telling is an intimate defining a short story in a way that the listener either remember it or be affected 

by. Such was the tone from the beginning of the storytelling, the oral stories were ever transferred from one 

generation to another and were the inclusion of concepts such magnanimity, goodness, self-sacrifice, 

forgiveness, and the phrase got started by "one was, one was not ". After stories, novels and stories were shaped 

by concepts such as life lessons and advice. 

Stories usually start with phrases such as "have secured ...", "I heard one ...", "Someday ...", "I heard ...", "it 

is quoted that": 

“I heard a rooster has been experienced…”     (Marzbannameh) 

"A Day in the meridian of time                                   it was the pastors, the burning pain.” 

              (Jami) 

“I remember one night I was not sleep                        I heard a butterfly said to a candle: …” 

(Bustan) 

“I heard that FerdowsiTusi was honest in storytelling”          (Attar) 

“It has been heard that in Omar period                        there was a majestic lyre, a musician…” 

(Masnavi) 

 

Tone of lyrical poetry (lyrics): 

Lyrical poem is a poem that deals with human emotions. The poet’s subtle feelings in the form of poetry 

called sonnets and these emotions can take different forms. Sonnets may have written of the joy or of sorrow; 

because of joiner and achieve the sweetheart or from parting and separation from the sweetheart, such as: 

“What a long night is the night of lovelorn lovers         you come back first in the night, the morning is 

coming 

I also wonders if I escape from your love     where should go the Pigeons that is captured by Falcons” 

(Sadi) 

“You hear my voice as rocks                         you are a stone and forget unheard 

My hands that are caress the green stalk         are embraced with dead leaves”                

(Forough Farrokhzad) 

“The trees effloresced and the nightingales getting drunk the world become young and friends are pleasant 

Our sweetheart always was beautiful especially when she used the ornaments” (Sadi)   

 

Supplication tune: 

Means meditating and saying Supplication to God. He assumes himself a very small man in this time and 

what else can explain in the presence of the Lord with a sigh and a moan or thankfulness. In these poems, the 

poet wants his spiritual desires of God, and he wants the sequel to the uprising's demands. 

 

Tone of the various clauses in Persian: 

So that any text, calls the tune of its own, including with respect to any punctuation marks used in it, such 

as comma, period, question mark or exclamation, etc., and states that account for each of these sentences, at the 

beginning or end, and emphasis on certain words in each sentence, the tone helps the reader in addition to 

convey meaning also transfer his emotions. The tone of the types of sentences in Persian language is: 

 

Vocative tone of the phrases: 

In Persian language each word which locate after the vocative letters " or, whether, HeLa, Ella, and ...” is 

known as vocative and when reading, it should be read as the verbal style, in the way which he calls a name of a 

person after the letters: 

 

Tone of conditional sentences: 

The conditional sentence is a sentence that requires another sentence to complete its mean. This is usually 

the case in such kind of "if," "May," "except," "until," etc., is used, so when reading complex sentences that are 

a part of them is a conditional sentence, two tones should be used. For example, note the following:  

"I said nothing to him unless you have said to him." (Anvari, 55) 

 

Interrogative sentences tone: 

A sentence that asks a question, with the words "if," "why," "how," "where," etc.  This is an indication of 

the presence of a question in the words that is not seen in many of the interrogative sentences, and the reader 

should see the whole text and seeing a question mark shape his tone, such as:  

"Where are you going with such a hurry?" (Shafi'i) 
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The emotional tone of the words or surprise: 

The emotional sentences with an exclamation point (!) at its end, express the emotions and feelings such as 

anger, hate, joy, delight, surprise and so on. The reader of these words should be coordinated with the author's 

feelings and his voice has been based on any of the items mentioned. These statements are often has emphasis 

on the surprising word and the word after that should be read with much feeling:  

"What fresh water! How clear river!  

How kind are the upstream people "(Sepehri) 

 

Personal tone of poets and writers: 

Despite the importance of understanding and effective tones and applying them all in the reading, it should 

be known that understanding personal tone of poet can help the reader, for example, by knowing that they are 

supposed to be read from Ferdowsi's poems, the reader must choose the epic tone and say his words stronger, in 

a way that the listener can read what happened to glory text derives. Or if the poem from Hafiz, it should be 

understood that Hafiz has a multiple tone: romance, sarcasm, wise, roguish and even mystical. Sadi has a 

fatherly tonein Bustan. Nasirkhosro is very serious and firm. Rumi in his Masnavi is mystic story tellerpoet; 

Khayyam’s poetry is filled with sorrow that accompany with the knowledge that others are not aware of it. 

Sepehri's poetry has also very calm and gentle tone, and vice versa, AkhavanSalethhas a serious and firm tone. 

 

Combination of tones: 

The main job of a reader when reading poetry, especially sonnets, is to combine the tones together because 

the sonnets like the poems of Hafez, except for the couplets before and after each has a different tone; multiple 

tones are used in every couplet. This beautiful lyric note: 

If the Shirazi Turk can gain my heart                           I’ll immolate her Hindu tattoo Samarkand and 

Bukhara  

Hey! Cupbearer give me please a remaining vine that is not found on paradise 

Along the water of Roknabad and Golgasht of Mosala 

 

Modern poetry: 

Dandelion! Han! What did you get?  

Where? And from whom did you get?  

To be welcome, but, but 

Fruitless searching for 

Rounded roof and my yard. 

 

Analysis: 

(1) The poem in the new format (Nimayi), written and composed by the short and long weighing. The poet 

is free to take the rhymes wherever he wants, as an example in this section, the word "got" and "return" line are 

the same rims, but were written in three lines from each other. 

This poem begins by including the vocative phrase "Dandelion". The reader should read in such a way as if 

calling dandelion. "Han" is a word meaning to be aware of. But in this poem can be read as a question, in which 

case it should be placed a question mark after it. The next sentence is a question, and has a particular tone. The 

emphasis in this sentence is on the word "what". The second row consists of two questions. The questions of 

these two rows, except for the interrogative tone should be indicated and explained his disappointment with the 

news that has given by dandelion, is not important, and even the poet does not wish to hear it. Third row 

statement is a prayer, that I wish (hopefully) you have good news! This statement suggests that the poet has not 

received good news and by visiting dandelion is still sad and remembers the bad news and sorrows which will 

receive by any news.  The word "but" after the supplication phrase, shows that does not trust the prayer of 

himself; and why in the next line says "rounded roof and my yard fruitless searching." The dandelion should 

understand from tone of the press statement (audience) the words and stories that have dandelion, will be 

ignored. 

*** 

The Fifth Text: Chanting 

1) “Oh God! Pouring the pure water                    to lighten the fire of the world 

2) The sea is in your order                                   fire and water are yours   (Masnavi) 

The poem is of Masnavi of great mystic, Mowlana Jalaluddin Balkhi. As before, the people in the liturgy 

consider themselves much more humiliate and contemptible of his god and is meditating with the God and even 

raise their hands; this is because there is no one between him and the Lord, easily and without any fear call on 

states a moan and beg. This poem is one where we took the opposite position and make it to the end: one tone of 

praise and prayer which should all be read with consistent and used powerful words and the other the tone of the 

innocent and humble. 
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Couplet 1: "you" in the beginning show the respect and the importance of the pronoun which has been used 

instead of "God"; “pour” is the verb to beg and demand. "Oh God" is the vocative sentence and its emphasis is 

on the first word, which means "God". In this verse rhymes with the sound "-var" is set so long and pronounced 

as "Oh God" and attached to the next line. The second line is to emphasize the word "fire of the world" and 

"light" because the reader wants to convert the former into the latter. Hand signals and gestures add the impact. 

Couplet 2: This hymn tune is much immediate and close to praise and the words are expressed in it. First 

line is the press statement for someone who is aware of everything. After reading the emotion and his passion 

are needed, and the poet stress on the word of "you" that is God and stress it puts on the first line; the second 

line is the same but with the two emphasis on vocative sentence of “Oh God" accompanied with hand gestures 

or state of humility and continues with the emphasis on "you". 

 

Conclusion: 

Speaking is like writing that needs planning. He wants to tell the speaker should keep in his mind and with 

the introduction and preparing the atmosphere to the listener to understand his words. That calmly and without 

any fear concludes with a special tune up and lower the tone of voice and hand gestures and faces say to the 

audience as she quickly realize something was heard, affected or react. 

Reading skills is to use all prior learning in recognizing words and phrases according to its original meaning 

so that during reading, the audience without seeing the context is affected by its atmosphere and in addition to 

understanding the whole thing can feel it. 

Reading equals respect all punctuation, according to the concept of emotional content, understanding the 

content to the audience and set the appropriate rate for each text. 
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